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Merging astrology, numerology, and 100 % pure psychic intuition, The Secret Language of Birthdays is a
wholly exclusive compilation that reveals one's strengths, weaknesses, and major issues while providing
practical information and spiritual assistance.s observations of more than 14,000 people. After you
research your profile, it will be hard to withstand examining those of family, friends, colleagues, and actually
celebrities. The 366 character profiles are based on astrology, numerology, the tarot, and Gary
Goldschneider’Many have suspected that your birthday affects your character and how you relate with
others. Your strengths, weaknesses, and major issues will be illuminated while you are given useful advice
and spiritual guidance. Nineteen years and over one million copies later on, The Secret Language of
Birthdays continues to fascinate visitors by describing the characteristics associated with getting born on
a particular day.
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Very accurate! Informative and lots of fun! This is the greatest book ever created. Especially since people
are really narcissistic and want to appearance themselves up as soon as they open it haha. We use it as a
tool in parenting, considering our childrens' different personalities and character traits, and it can help a lot!
I usually share my reserve with close friends who comes over and they prefer to read their superstar sign.
For instance, one of our children will act up when they are nervous or upset about something and their
page specifies stress and anxiety and negativity as an issue for them. They all love it and it turns into fun
reading at gatherings of family and friends. It has the 12 Signs broken down generally into 3 classes
basically every 10 days of the month. Guests want to look their birthdays up (and their friends' and family
as well!) That is our second duplicate, the first is exhausted! Not worth the money when you can simply
look up your day for free of charge on the website. Not long ago i became very thinking about horoscopes
and purchase a book, "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Want" and I really wanted to look for a more
descriptive book in regards to birthdays and horoscopes. Less information than old vesions. Personally i think
this is low quality control Awesome Information Arrived promptly. I demonstrated to a friend in the past,
(utilized to borrow from a friend. Understanding people you are exposed to (bosses, coworkers, etc. I
thought it was a good offer for all the details you obtain from it and it's really entertaining for everybody.
A characteristic overview of yourself. I'd definitely recommend this book to anyone who loves astrology (or

not! I was under the impression it also contained your week, month, year, way etc, just like the previous
version got. It's funny how somebody could compose such a book. The best book for only 30 something
dollars! It's normally sell for fifty in bookstores, but I noticed it on right here and had to get it. The
accuracy of the book is rather crazy. I think that if you really want to learn more about the people
around you, this is definitely the publication to get.) he said, "That's a lot of information. This would make
an excellent birthday or christmas gift! It's accurate what they said. Perfect for any publication collection.
The very first time I ran into this book was from a neighborhood friend. I borrowed it and treasured
what I read. Great book! Overall, this book is an excellent way to start out conversations with friends and
family and really understand people! When I find myself thinking among the kids has been very trying
recently, I'll flip with their web page in the publication and usually find something on the web page that
assists me find out what might be the cause. Things that are accurate about you. Who wrote this how did
they understand all this lol I love this reserve and I love sharing it a lot more. I recommend this to anyone
interested to simply understand. If y'all are into it, it'll blow your thoughts. I like reading my star
indication. You can lookup an individuals birthdate and it'll tell you your strengths and weaknesses, the ruling
quantity, the zodiac symbols and indicators and the persons birthstone. Great to grab with groups of
friends or close family. Cheap! A publication of truth." He's right! Fun go through for believers and
nonbelievers First, I am not really a follower of astrology.). Great product. I've bought this for most of
my family members who are like me - we know our signs and a few features, that's it. It helps remind me
that she will stew on things and I could usually get to the bottom of it. In the event that you or
someone you understand has a informal acquaintance with astrology it's fun. You can read about your
relatives, close friends, acquaintances and anyone. Missing pages! That is definitely a great book to have,
ideal for any astrology collection! I've had my chart performed for fun, and appearance at the newspaper's
daily horoscope maybe 6 times a season. This could just be confirmation bias, but however, Personally i think
that astrology is a good device to explore one's personal and discover hidden aspects of it they may not
have considered before. The readings had been all extremely insightful and remarkably accurate for me and
each person I looked up (about 10 people up to now! Of program, each birthday reading ought to be used

with a grain of salt, but overall I believe this book was really insightful and on point! It also has some very
good information and I especially love the suggested meditation mantras. I could definitely relate to this
book It's loaded with information you hardly ever even known about each individual person's birthdates! Fun
entertainment for a party...or just for yourself. Highly recommend. Lots of Good information. This book is



filled with some awesome information about the birthdays. The reserve is also an excellent coffee table
piece! After this section you get it broken down to days due to numerology its a significant differences no
two people certainly are a like. What I like most about this book is it has the tarot section and another
section based on health. Its brief and sweet a good reference and a easy go through. Pretty spot on This
book is a great read and will be great for a get together with friends. As a reserve I love it, but I
realized today that my copy, ordered in 2014, is missing web pages! It goes from sept 5 to sept 22. Every
single one of my family and friends have a pretty true web page about themselves, and I absolutely like
reading about them and finding things about them. This is a Great Book. I have used it on several occasions
and people who stop by end up checking it out. It offers a personal knowledge of your star sign. This book
has a large amount of info in it so I have enjoyed it and so have all my coworkers and friends up to now in
the week I've had it. Also, in the event that you look up their website, that is pretty on point also.) can be
really beneficial to determining how to respond to their behaviors and also how to not get on their poor
side! Thank you! Worth It! So interesting - spot on! The perfect coffee table book The perfect coffee
table book. We have just ever met one individual whose birthday page wasn't incredibly accurate for them,
and we've looked up everyone we realize! The content is also very good and interesting Fascinating!
Fascinating book. It's loaded with a short paragraphs of people whose birthdays are related to you of past

background. With that said, this publication is SPOOKY ACCURATE. Really neat to observe how birthday's
collaborate therefore well with individual personalities. I'd state about 90% accurate, but lots of fun. I
really like my ruling number and use it at all times in sets. I love this book so far. I must have originally
saw a mature publishing of the book that had much more information. This version only contains your day.)
and be surprised at how scary-true this book can be about you and folks around you! Love it! This is a
special book to me.. Accurate!
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